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Abstract: Based on the practice of law, the modern technology of electronic computer means and the practice that can be accepted by everyone who has been processed by electronic means have been obtained by the scientific and technological means that are now widely popular in the education field. Since its inception, in education a huge butterfly effect has been produced in the world, which has changed the thoughts, means and methods inherent in human practice in the past, making the practice of law more convenient, faster, visualized and foreseeable. The purpose of this article is to study the application of computer technology in legal practice. This article uses literature method, questionnaire survey method, expert interview method, field investigation method and other research methods, taking the application research of computer technology in the practice of law science as the research object, and conducts research on the application status and main problems of law practice courses in a university in this province. According to the survey and analysis, 28% of the students believe that their practical ability has been significantly improved after legal practice based on computer technology, master basic legal theory knowledge, and train themselves to use legal theory to analyze and solve individual legal cases. Ability, 42% of students believe that their transaction processing ability has improved to a certain extent compared to before.

1 Introduction

The application of computer technology in legal practice has improved work efficiency to a certain extent. The application of computer technology in legal practice is based on the collection and sorting of case information based on computer systems and citizen information databases, and the information is analyzed by query analysis and data analysis. The system conducts a comprehensive inspection and integration to improve the accuracy and systemicity of learning practice [1-2].

There are earlier online computer-assisted teaching applications abroad. The United States has produced computer-assisted online teaching in the 1950s, the PLATO system was produced in the 1960s, and the Stanford University in the United States subsequently developed the IBM1500 new teaching system. In the 1990s, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology developed ATHEAN. Computer-assisted online teaching appears in the Internet era [3-4]. So far, Internet-based teaching systems have sprung up. Online assisted teaching in the United States and European countries has been industrialized. One of the more successful companies is PERSON ECOLLEGE in the United States. The company is a world-leading, well-known enterprise that successfully integrates education and technology with outstanding results. It provides a personalized teaching and learning environment, creating a globally scalable, advanced, reliable and safe SAAS learning system [5-6]. It also fully analyzes the student characteristics of the application of the Internet-assisted learning system. The domestic computer-assisted legal practice has not yet formed a complete system, and the research on the strategies and methods of the use of legal resources on the computer platform is relatively rudimentary [7-8].

From the perspective of the integration of computer multimedia technology and legal practice theory, this article explores new methods and models of computer-assisted legal practice, and constructs a multi-structured teaching model based on computer-assisted legal practice [9-10]. Through the research around the computer digital network learning platform technology, summarize the computer-assisted legal practice theory and teaching methods, explain the basic functions and teaching methods of the digital network learning platform legal practice, and propose a legal education form based on the computer digital network learning platform [11-12].

2 Application of Computer Technology in Legal Practice

2.1 Analysis of the Application Advantages of Computer Technology in Legal Practice

(1) Improve the accuracy of legal practice

After the application of computer technology is practiced in law, the computer will work according to the established principles of the program. In the entire process of processing information and data, due to personal subjectivity, it will be different from traditional legal
practices, and the direction of legal practice will be different. The computer system can manage and supervise the entire legal practice project in accordance with the established procedural principles. At the same time, the computer system has high speed and accuracy in information and data analysis, which can free relevant personnel from performing complex and tedious analysis of information and data, reduce personnel costs, and enable relevant personnel to make better practical investments. In terms of legal management, the accuracy of legal practice has been effectively improved.

(2) Standard management

The review based on the traditional case law model is very difficult, and as time goes by, more and more case law document, chapters and documents will be brought. This also makes data management and access more difficult. At the same time, in document management, legal practice materials are easily destroyed and lost. With the application of computer technology in legal practice, the use of information management and retrieval methods can significantly improve efficiency and reduce unnecessary losses. After applying computer technology to legal practice, the control task is also very convenient, and the specific location to be analyzed can be quickly found through the computer. The results of legal practice can also be classified and stored. No matter how the time changes, the computer system can intuitively request the legal practice at a specific time in the information database.

(3) Further improve data transparency

The application of computer technology in legal practice has further enriched legal practice. The results of legal practice are published on related websites, which can facilitate people's search and consultation. Each unit can rely on the computer network to exchange information and data, thereby promoting the development, unity and cooperation of my country's legal practice units.

(4) Guarantee the effectiveness of the results of legal practice

Regardless of textbooks and traditional knowledge, relevant knowledge can be appropriately expanded on the basis of the necessary knowledge, broaden students' thinking and horizons, and exercise students' thinking, thinking, and inquiring more.

(5) The principle of feasibility

Legal practice should be designed according to the general characteristics of the legal practice at a specific time in the information database. To follow the following basic principles:

1) Systematic principle

When carrying out the application of computer technology in legal practice, it is necessary to dialectically unify, internalize the parts into the whole, and make the whole coordinate between the parts. The teachers, teaching objects, teaching resources, and teaching activities involved in the practical courses are required to coordinate and cooperate with each other, and do not ignore one or the other, and design a practical classroom with systematic principles as the center of presenting the best teaching effect, and realize the teaching design optimize.

2) The principle of openness

Regardless of textbooks and traditional knowledge, relevant knowledge can be appropriately expanded on the basis of the necessary knowledge, broaden students' thinking and horizons, and exercise students' spirit of thinking, thinking, and inquiring more.

3) Interaction principle

The practice of law based on computer technology is contrary to the traditional classroom. The class should give more opportunities for discussion, debate, and research between students and teachers. Therefore, in the application of computer technology in legal practice, we must follow the principle of interaction, and give teachers and students sufficient time for interaction in teaching activities.

4) The principle of feedback

Law practice should include timely feedback of teaching effects. Through feedback, it can be used to test which part of the teacher’s teaching is highly efficient and which part of the teaching is problematic, which can provide reference and reference for subsequent teaching design. It is still necessary to track and monitor students’ learning effects after class, which can improve the quality of teaching reflection and optimize the content of flipped classroom teaching design.

5) The principle of feasibility

Legal practice should be designed according to the actual conditions of the teaching objects, course objectives, and learning environment, to maximize the role of various teaching resources, adapt to local conditions, and tailor the law to give new vitality to legal practice, and promote the application of computer technology in legal practice.

2.2 Application Principles of Computer Technology in Legal Practice

A good lesson is like building a bridge, which requires meticulous design and planning before construction. Poor design will cause the bridge to be weak and unable to function as a load-bearing or pivotal bridge. A good teaching design is the basic technical support for a good lesson, and a solid "bridge" for teachers to pass knowledge to students. To add the application of computer technology to legal practice, we must first follow the teaching connotation, basic theory and general characteristics of the practical course. To follow the following basic principles:

1) Computer software in legal practice

The application of computer technology in legal practice must be based on stable and good computer operating software. Therefore, all units must adopt national comprehensive legal practice software and ensure compatibility with their respective systems to ensure the smooth operation of software and information, and the stability of data entry and management.

2) Operation of software for legal practitioners

The application of computer technology in legal practice requires relevant personnel to be able to operate
computer software. The main actions of legal practitioners will shift from pure data processing to the process of improving computer software operating capabilities to ensure that the application of computer technology in legal practice plays a key role in related work.

(3) Effectively analyze computer information data
Analyze information and data through computers, discover problems in computer systems and determine the focus of legal practice. In actual work, legal practitioners should always make full use of the functions of legal practice software, conduct a comprehensive analysis and prediction of information and data, determine the problematic part, and make it the focus of the next legal practice step.

2.4 The teaching method of the application of computer technology in legal practice
(1) Multimedia conventional teaching
Multimedia conventional teaching includes PPT, Word, Excel, etc. It is a computer-assisted conventional teaching method. Its characteristic is that it does not require network support. It only needs a computer and a projector to complete the teaching method. It is also the most common teaching method at present. This type of multimedia conventional teaching is mainly used by teachers to integrate media materials into courseware, which can be used repeatedly, but it has shortcomings such as untimely update of resources and boring information-based teaching classrooms. It is similar to "cracking duck" teaching, students are less involved in the teaching process.

(2) Network teaching based on computer support
Computer-based legal practice teaching is a new generation of teaching technology with the Internet as the main body, so network-supported teaching is the main method of modern information teaching. Computer-supported network teaching includes MOOC, Internet teaching platform, and excellent law courses.

3 Application Research Experiment of Computer Technology in Legal Practice
3.1 Research Objects
In the research process, this article uses typical sampling to select four universities in the province, and takes random samples to conduct questionnaire surveys.

3.2 Statistical Analysis
Use Excel software to sort out the recovered valid questionnaires, and use SPSS21.0 to statistically analyze the data obtained from the application of computer technology in the legal practice of universities in the province. This article conducts a T-test on the reliability of the questionnaire and the T-test formula used as follows:

\[
t = \frac{\bar{X} - \mu}{\sigma \sqrt{n}}
\]

\[
t = \frac{X_1 - X_2}{\sqrt{\frac{(n_1-1)S_1^2 + (n_2-1)S_2^2}{n_1 + n_2 - 2} \left(\frac{1}{n_1} + \frac{1}{n_2}\right)}}
\]

\[
t = \frac{d - \mu_0}{s_d / \sqrt{n}}
\]

4 Experimental Analysis on the Application of Computer Technology in Legal Practice
4.1 Student Recognition of the Curriculum Model of the Application of Computer Technology in Legal Practice
After the completion of the legal practice based on computer technology, a survey of students' preference for practical courses was conducted. The survey results are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of people</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Like Very Much</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Like</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dislike</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It can be seen from the Figure 1: 22% of students like the law practice classroom based on computer technology very much, 57% of the students like it, and a very small number of students do not accept this teaching mode. After sorting out the survey data, it is found that most students like law practice, and students believe that this teaching mode can help their study. The above can fully prove that the legal practice based on computer technology is still highly recognized among students, that is, the legal practice based on computer technology is feasible.

4.2 Results of the Evaluation of the Improvement of Students' Ability

Legal practice based on computer technology focuses on the cultivation of students' application ability, which includes oral and expression skills. Aiming at the cultivation of these two abilities, the students who participated in the legal practice class based on computer technology were tested on the effect of ability improvement. The evaluation results are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of improvement</th>
<th>Speaking Ability</th>
<th>Expression Ability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Significantly improved</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slightly improved</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not clear</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No improvement</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Survey on the degree to which students like the flipped classroom

Table 2: Survey results of students' oral and expression ability in flipped classroom

Figure 2: Survey results of students' oral and expression ability in flipped classroom
28% of the students believe that their practical ability has been significantly improved after legal practice based on computer technology, mastering basic legal theory knowledge, and training themselves to form the ability to use legal theory to analyze and solve individual legal cases. 42% of the students think that their ability to handle affairs has improved to a certain extent compared to before. However, 28% of the students did not know whether their ability to solve legal cases has improved. This survey result reflects that the legal practice based on computer technology not only helps students master the basic theoretical knowledge of law, but also helps students form specific abilities to apply law in practice.

5 Conclusions

This article starts from the perspective of the integration of computer technology and research learning, and based on the application research of computer technology in legal practice, to explore the legal practice teaching mode based on the computer technology environment. According to the main ideas expounded in this article, the research questions in the process of constructing the practice model of computer-assisted law. With the vigorous development of digital information technology and Internet science and technology, research-based learning based on computer-assisted legal practice has gradually become the preferred learning method for law education in colleges and universities, and it is also a powerful learning method for lifelong education. This article does some preliminary research on the research learning in the context of digital network under the background of the rapid development of contemporary science and technology, and hopes that the theory of research and discussion can give a little bit of enlightenment to modern legal education.
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